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Abstract

This paper will give some conclusions, drawn from the

big-leakages sodium-water reaction experiments, on

the calculation methods to be used in determining the

sodium blow down, the water supply and the bubble pres-

sure. The necessity of taking into account the compres-

sibility of sodium is demonstrated.

Introduction

One of the design criteria for steamgenerators is the

pressure resulting from a sodium water reaction, due

to a large water or steam leak.

We assume, that the entire problem of the origin and

the course of the reaction, is known to the reader.

This paper will only discuss what will happen if a

large amount of water is injected into the sodium-

side of a steamgenerator.

In order to give an answer to a number of questions

NERATOOM, together with Interatom, started an experi-

mental program in 1968.

The most important questions that had to be answered

were:

1. The accident pressure in the components i.e.

the maximum pressure occuring anywhere in the

steamgenerator.

2. The magnitude of the discharge velocity of the

sodium in order to be able to design the blow-down

system.

3. Location of the rupture discs.

Netherlands
It was realized that full scale testing of each steam-

generator design would be impossible.

Therefore it was neseccary to calculate the accident-

pressure and the velocities resulting from large sodium-

water reactions.

The experiments are carried out in scaled models; the

results of the experiments are used to prove the vali-

dity of our computerprogramms for calculating accident

pressure and sodium velocities.

Until now 7 experiments have been carried out: 5 experi-

ments in a model of a straight tube steamgenerator and 2

experiments in a model of a helical coiled steamgenerator.

This paper will discuss only the results of the experiments

in the straight tube steamgenerator model.

2. Description of the experiments

2.1. Descrigtion_of_the_steamgenerator

The straight tube steamgenerator•(fig.1 ) has the following

design characteristics:

straight tubes connected to two flat tube sheets;

tube support grids to prevent vibrations j

an inner skirt around the bundle to protect the

outer shell against hazardous effects of small

water leaks;

bellows in the shell to compensate the difference

thermal expansion between tube bundle and shell;

- thermal shields close to the tube sheets;

material 2\ Cr 1 Mo stabilized ferritic steel.

More detailed information in given in ref. 1.

2.2. Descrip^ion_of_the_steamgenerating_sy_stem

When the experimental program was set up the original

arrangement of the steamgenerators and blow-down systems

was as shown in fig. 2.
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Each secondary loop had 4 evaporators, 4 super heaters and

2 reheaters. These ten components were, on the sodiom side,

separated from the secondary sodium system by 3 pressure

relief vessels. On the top of each of these vessels a rup-

ture disc separated the sodium from the blow-down system.

As a result of the first experiments and as a result of

a cost optimization the steamgenerating system was changed

(fig. 3).

Each secondary loop now has 3 evaporators and three super-

heaters ; each of these components has now its own blow-

down system via two rupture discs.

2.3.Descrigtion_of_the_model

In table 1 a survey is given of the differences between

the model and the SNR-steam-generator.

number of tubes

tube OD

pitch

bundle-length

total length

shell OD

header OD

sodium volume

rupture disc diam.

rupture disc burst pressure

maximum leak cross area

Oi тп

-

mm

mm

m

m

mm

mm

m
J

mm

bar

mm

Evaporator

211

17.2

30

21

23

666

950

5.0

150

18

273

85

17.2

32

5.30

5.70

349

625

0.68

150

21-24

248

Tabel 1 - Comparison of the SNR and the model evaporator

A survey of the water injection podium and blow-down system

together with the instrumentation is given in the figures

4 and 5.

The indirect blow-down system is shown in figure 4, the direct

blow-down in figure 5.

2.4. Experiments 00

A total of 5 experiments has been carried out; after the third

experiment it was decided to change the blow-down system

completely since the pressure in the sodium reached values up tc

twice the pressure of the reaction bubble.

This was due to pressure reflections in the sodium.

The first four experiments were carried out with water

injection, the last experiment with steam injection.

A survey of the relevant data for the experiment is given

in table 2.

More detailed information is given in reference 2.

leak size

leak situation from

half length (bundle)

water pressure

water temperature

expected leak rate

injection time

sodium temperature

sodium pressure

sodium volume

rupture pressure discs

expansion bellows

1

61

0

180

220

5.2

5

250

3

1.71

23

no

2

125

0

180

320

9.5

5

350

3

1.71

23

no

3

125

-620

208

207

12.0

5

235

3

1.71

24

yes

4

248

-620

210

180

19.0

4

2 30

3

0.68

24

yes

5

248

-620

200

364

4.5

10

370

3

0.68

21

yes

dim.

mm

mm

bar

°C

kg/sec

sec

°C

bar

m
3

bar

Table 2

Survey of experimental parameters

In the second experiment there was an important loss of

information due to a failure of one of the recorders.

3. Evaluation method

As already has been stated, the main purpose of the evaluation

was to verify the validity of the calculation model.

At the same time it must be indicated to what limits the model

can be applied.



The evaluation to be followed can best be demonstrated on

the basis of the course of a sodium-water reaction.

The coherence of the different variables; that exist by

a sodium-water reaction, are given in the next figure.

water
supply

reaction
mechanism

geometry

5

bubble
pres-

pressure
distribut- •

blow-dcwn
velocity

bubble
volume

6

Meaning: (2) depends on (1)

If the tube-wall 'ruptures, the water flows into the sodium

space. The quantity of water depends on the size of the leak,

the location of the tube rupture, the water condition and

also the bubble pressure (1) . The reaction will proceed

according to a certain mechanism (2) . As a result of the

reaction a bubble pressure (3) and a system pressure (4)

will be built up.

The pressure propagates itself with a certain speed that

depends on the sound velocity and the geometry of the system

(5).

The pressure wave will be reflected with every change in the

flow area. After a certain period of time, the whole system

will be filled with strong pressure fluctuations. After about

100 ms (tills depends on the moment of collapse of the rupture

discs) the pressure peaks will have disappeared and there will

be a gradual decrease in pressure. The symptoms, that are

coherent with the preasure build down in the system will be

dealt with in chapter 4.

The pressure distribution will ensure that the sodium flows

away from the reaction bubble. The sodium discharge velocity (7)

will depend on the pressure in the bundle, but also on the

geometry of the system.

How the sodium discharge velocities can be determined from the

observation diagrams will be dealt with in chapter 5.

The violence of the reaction depends on whether water or steam

is injected (1). This injection is not measurable directly.

How this process takes place will be mentioned in chapter 6.

From the sodium discharge velocity (7) the bubble volume can

be determined as a function of time.

The bubble pressure (3) can be determined from the observation

diagrams. What remains is the determination of the reaction

mechanism (2).

The reaction mechanism cannot be measured directly. How this

can be defined will be given in chapter 7.

Finally, in chapter 8 will be mentioned what criteria

must be met for the design of a straight tube steamgenerator

on account of a sodium/water reaction.

Pressure behaviour

The pressure behaviour as a function of time is derived from

the observation diagrams. The pressure course for an ob-

servation point can be split up in a number of characteristic

symptoms.

1. Dependent on the distance to the injection point,

during the beginning of the reaction vigorous

pressure oscilations take place.

These oscilations reach very high values and are

characterized by a short time basis and great damping

factor. After about 10 milliseconds these oscilations
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have faded away. These oscilations will be dealt with

in paragraph 4.1.

2. Later on, again irregular oscillations occur.

These oscillations do not reach the same high level

as those mentioned under 1). They will also be dealt

with in paragraph 4.1.

3. Oscillations can also occur as standing waves. These

standing waves were not observed in every experiment

and if they occured only a certain observation points

show this phenomenon. These standing waves will be

dealt with in paragraph 4.2.

4. After the damping of the short oscillations a base

pressure is build up, reaching its maximum after 10-20

milliseconds. After this moment the pressure de-

creases slowly to a more or less constant value.

The standing waves of 3) has this pressure as equili-

brium value.

4.1. Irregular_pressure oscillations

During the beginning of the reaction violent pressure

oscillations are observed reaching values up to 235 bar

(experiment 3).

The time basis of these oscillations is short, in the order

of 0.3 milliseconds. Due to the short duration, the energy

that is transmitted by the pressure on the shell is small.

This also appears from the measurements, with strain gauges,

on the shell (figure 6). While later pressure oscillations

are in fair accordance, however, the first pressure oscil-

lations are not recorded. In other words, these oscil-

lations do not present a design criterion for steam-

generators.

4.2. Regular_pressure_oscillations

One of the most remarkable phenomena noticed in the experiments

are the regular pressure oscillations. The time basis is so

large that we can determine quite easily the frequency of these

oscillations.

The regular oscillations fall apart in two frequency areas:

1. 80 to 120 Hz. These oscillations can be observed in

the bundle and in the sodium headers and have a large

amplitude. The mean pressure is equal to the bubble

pressure.

Figure 7 gives the pressure in the lower sodium header

and the frequency of the oscillation as a function of

time.

2. 250-600 Hz. These oscillation can be observed in the

bundle only. Figure 8 gives the pressure P3 and the

frequency as a function of time.

The occurence of the standing waves can be explained as

follows:

From the reaction zone in both directions a pressure wave

propagates in the direction of the tube sheets; if such a

pressure wave meets the perforation in the skirt,- the wave

will penetrate in the sodium header. Because the free flow

area is now enlarged a minimum is reflected in the direction

of the reaction-zone. At the reaction zone a maximum will

again be reflected. The result is a' standing wave with

junction points at the reaction and the perforation. The

frequency of the standing wave can be calculated in analogy

with the frequency of an open pipe.

р
л
 = 1± (i)

with:

F = frequency of the standing wave

L = distance between the reaction zone and the

perforation

С = sound velocity in sodium

The theoretical sound velocity is С = 2568 - 0.54 x T.

T = Temperature
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In not ideally rigid structures the propagation velocity

of pressure waves is lower. This propagation velocity can

be calculated by taking into account the geometry. This is

a complicated process. A better way to determine the

propagation velocity is to do the calculation in reverse,

starting from the experiment.

2.L
F

(2)

If this is done for the various experiments an average propa-

gation velocity of 1950 m/s will be is found.

With formula (1) oscillations are found from 250 to 600 Hz.

These are therefore the oscillations mentioned under 2).

The oscillations mentioned under 1) have the following

origin:

Due to the pressure difference between the reaction zone

and the sodium header, sodium is transported in the direction

of the header causing a pressure r.'.se in the header. If the

pressure in the header equals the pressure in the bundle the

sodium will be decelerated.

The pressure reaches its maximum if the velocity of the sodium

is zero. The system acts analogical to a one side closed

pipe. The theoretical maximum pressure is two times the bubble

pressure.

The frequency of the oscillations is:

v +vV
h
 V
b

С
4

(3)

With:

= frequency-

surface on which the bubble acts

bundle sodium volume

header volume

sound velocity in sodium

Application of formula (3) with the above calculated propa- Qfi

gation velocity of 1950 m/s., gives the following fre-

quencies

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

I

I

II

III

III

below

above

below

below

above

the bubble

the bubble

the bubble

the bubble

the bubble

calculated

(c/s)

93

93

93

106

83

experiment

(c/s)

95

85

95

103

81

The values of the test I (upper side) differs marketly.

This can be the result of the precence of gas because

in test I degasing of the sodium was omitted.

An gas bubble of 0.05 dm gas already gives a decrease

to 85 Hz.

As can be seen there is a good agreement of theory and

experiment. The fact that the theoretical maximum

pressure in the sodium header is now twice the maximum of

the bubble pressure means that measures have to be taken

to prevent this phenomenon.

The most simple and effective way to prevent these oscil-

lations is a rupture disc direct on the sodium header, and

that is what is actually done in the SNR-steamgenerator.

The results of the experiments 4 and 5 with direct blow-

down show that the large pressure oscillations are not

longer present thus confirming the former theory, (fig. 9).

4.3. Calculation_of_the pressure in the sodium sy_stem

The only way to calculate the phenomena described in para-

graph 4.2. is to take the compressibility of sodium into

account.

The following motion and continuity equations can be set up:

pc

Эх dt

dt

2D

Эх

= о

= о

(4)

(5)



with:

P

v =

x =

t

f

D

P

с =

pressure

velocity

place

time

resistance factor

diameter

specific mass

propagation velocity

There are various methods known to solve the above mentioned

partial differential equation in order to calculate the

velocity and pressure distribution, (ref. 4).

The best method for describing the sodium/water reaction

is: the method of characteristics.

This method implies that the equations (4) and (5) will be

converted into total differential equations. For the carying

out of a numeric calculation the equations can be written

down in differential form. These formulas are taken up in

a computer programm.

It appears now that the phenomena from paragraph 4.2. are

also found with the computer program. This means therefore

that the approximated solution of the above mentioned

equations is appropriate to describe the sodium behaviour.

If the pressure oscillations disappear from the pressure-

time diagram, then the compressibility of sodium can be

left out of consideration. We can then calculate the velo-

city and pressure distribution of the sodium column by the

double integration of Newton's law, the so called "rigid

column" method.

It can be concluded from this chapter that the only safe way

to calculate the accident pressure in steamgenerators is to

perform the calculations while taking the compressibility of

the sodium into account.

On the other hand, it is necessary to provide rupture discs

as close as possible to an eventual leak to prevent the

occurance of dead-end pipe oscillations.

5. Sodium discharge

The definition of the expelled sodium volume as a function

of the time, can only be based on the situation of the so-

dium front and the bubble front.

The sodium front gives the following indications:

a) rupture of the rupture disc;

b) arrival at the pressure pick up's. Can be observed once;

c) arrival at the spark plugs. This gives a single

observation also. The spark plugs are fairly close to

the rupture disc. Therefore these points lie within

the first 50 ms. The sodium front can be not closed,

the interpretation will then give difficulties;

d) arrival at the thermo-couples;

e) collision of the sodium front e.g. at the entrance

of a bend section. This can lead to pressure vibrations

upstream.

The bubble front can be followed by means of

a) arrival at the pressure pick up's. The passage of the

reaction front can sometimes lead to a sharp pressure

increase. The pressure vibrations can also fall away.

This means then that gas is present: vibrations do not

exist in the reaction zone;

b) with the aid of the frequences from 4.2. the situation

of bubble front as function of the time can be fixed;

c) thermo-couples. As the bubble front passes, the temperature

rises. In general, this will produce marks, of which

the time is too large, due to the time delay being large:

this can, among others, be derived from the relatively

slow rising.

For every point where an observation is made, the time is

determined and at the same time the quantity of sodium (m ),

that is displaced between this point and or the rupture disc,

or the location of the water injection.
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In this way the volume time graphs can be determined.

The sodium discharge velocity can be determined by the

differentiation of the volume time relation.

The velocity for all tests, will be based on the flow area

in the bundle.

The obtained results are given in figures 10 and 11.

As expected: these curves look alike. After the collapse

of the rupture discs the velocity of the sodium column

will rise very quickly to a steady value. As the friction

loss exactly compensates for the pressure difference between

reaction zone and cyclone there will be no acceleration any-

more. If the reaction front passes the perforation, further

acceleration will take place. If the bubble front leaves the

shell, then the sodium velocity will fall back slowly to

values below the old level.

The acceleration and deceleration can be explained by the

change in flow area, resulting in a change in the force

acting on the sodium column.

We can equate the derived velocities with our calculations.

These calculations are based on resistance factors defined

with the aid of ref. 5.

Table 3 gives a survey of the calculated and "measured"

velocities for the various experiments while the sodium is

still in the bundle region.

Experiment "Measured" Calculated

velocity m/sec. velocity m/sec.

I 14 12

III (upper) 12 10

III (lower) 13 11.3

IV (upper) 13 10.5

IV (lower) 16 16

V (upper) 8 7.5

V (lower) 10 9.3

Table 3

Survey of calculated and "measured" sodium velocities.

Tabcl 3 shows a good agreement between calculation and

experiment. Since the calculated velocity is lower than the

measured velocity, the calculated bubble pressure will be

conservative.

6. Water (steam) supply

The water/steam injection system is very complicated

compared with the situation in a real steamgenerator.

It appeared that an accurate calculation of the injected

amount of water or steam was not possible.

Therefore in the evaluation a combination of data, aquired

with separate water blow-off experiments, together with

water velocities calculated from the pressure drop over the

injection opening, are used.

During the first milliseconds the water/steam velocity is

calculated with the rigid column method.

The water/steam supply velocity is given in fig. 12 for the

experiments II en V.

When calculating the accident pressure of a steamgenerator

a conservative value of the injected quantity water or steam

is obtained with the following assumptions:

The rupture of the tube is complete.

No interaction between both tube ends.

The initial velocity is the normal velocity in the tubes.

Calculation of the velocity with the rigid column method.

7. Reaction mechanism and bubble temperature

7.1. The reaction_mechanism

The reaction between sodium and water can proceed in different

ways. A general view of these reactions will be given in

table 4. The result depends on the reaction conditions.

The knowledge of the equilibrium system Na-H20 is restricted

according to a recent survey [6]; we cannot say which reaction

from table 4 describes the process properly. This because:



a) the exact knowledge of the reaction velocity and the

time- that is necessary to reach equilibrium is lacking;

b) the reaction conditions will vary in the reaction zone

due to the differences in temperature and composition.

The equilibrium is not the same on every place in the

reaction zone.

In order to get a reaction, the reagents must be brought into

contact with one another.

This will give no problems at the beginning of the reaction.

The injected water will be pressed with force against the

sodium. A violent reaction will take place on the interfase;

the temperature will rise to a high level. In a later stage

in the reaction a barrier will be built up between the different

reactances. This barrier consists of hydrogen and hydroxide.

This means that the water (steam) must diffuse through this

barrier; the reaction will meet with a certain time lag.

In a later stage in the reaction, especially as the influence

of the collapsed rupture discs is noticable, the water will

have to cover relatively long distances in order to come

to reaction.

The distance between bubble front and injection point will

become so large that the water must evaporate. The evaporation

will then be a limiting factor in the result of the reaction.

(1) Na + H
2
0

L
 -» NaOH + hli2

 H
°

2
9 8

:
 ~

 3 5
-

2
 kcal/ml

(2) Na + H
2
0 ~щ> NaOH + -jH2 " : - 45.0

(3) 2Na + H o O T - » N a 0 H + NaH " : - 47 .4

(4) Na + !iH2 —•• NaH " : - 13 .7 "

(5) Na + NaOH —«, Na2O + ?iH2 " : + 2 .6 "

( 6 ) . . . . . 2 N a + H 2 0 L —• Na2O + H2 " ; - 3 1 . 1 "

(7) 2Na + NaOH —«• Na
2
O + NaH " : - 11.1 "

Table 4 Possible reactions between sodium and water

7.2. The_bubblo_temperature

Since it is not possible to indicate a definite reaction

or a group of reactions, some assumptions will have to

made over the reaction mechanism.

The following assumptions were made
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b.

Reaction 2Na + 2H2O 2NaOH Н„

This reaction only supplies us with the half of the

possible quantity hydrogen. This reaction is in fair

accordance with the measured temperatures.

Instantaneous reaction of the injected water

This is a conservative approach, at least certainly

for later stages of the reaction.

The formed hydrogen conducts behaves like an ideal gas

The gas bubble expands isotherm

In reality we have, due to the short duration of time,

an adiabatic process. This gives also a conservative

approach.

The gas bubble has s a temperature of 1250 К

With this assumption, a correction will be obtained on

all of the above four assumptions.

What can we say over the real temperature?

From theoretical calculation (ref. 7) a temperature

of 19OO°K appears to take place with reaction (1). Other

calculations, by which dissocation/evaporatlon is taken

into account of sodium, give a temperature of 1200 К

(ref. 8).

However a maximum of 1250 К ir- found, by means of ex-

perimenting (ref. 9). The temperatures in the diagrams

of our experiments show large variations in temperature.

It is difficult to determine what the temperature of

the bubble is. Maximum temperatures of 1250 К will be

found here as well. The time during which the high

temperatures are measured is very short.



8.

The above model can be verified with the experimental

observations. The experiments provide us with the bubble

volume, the bubble pressure (=P4) and the injected quantity

of water as function of the time.

With these data we can calculate back a bubble temperature.

In fig. 13 these temperatures are taken up, based on th,e

reaction to sodium hydroxyde and the assumptions a.-d.

If one whishes to compare the reaction to sodiumoxyde, then

the values from the graph must be divided by 2.

From the graph we see that the indirect relief gives higher

temperatures than the assumed temperature given under e_. For the

direct relief these temperatures lie under the value of

assumption e.

The bubble temperature rises clearly after 100 to 200 ms.

This rise is in connection with the intrusion of the reac-

tion front into the sodium-header.

The rise is explained by:

a. the injected water (steam) does not react directly;

b. as the reaction front intrudes into the sodium header

the chance of contact between sodium and water

(steam) will be enlarged; sodium remaining behind in

the top and bottom of the model reacts with the steam

or water in the bubble.

The following conclusions can be drawn from figure 13.

- In steamgenerators with direct blow-down the assumption

of a bubble temperature of 1250 К is conservative.

The calculation of the superheater accident can initially

be performed with a bubble temperature of 1250 K. At

later stages the temperature has to be increased.

Conclusion s

The results of the sodium-water reaction experiments enables

us to calculate a conservative value foi" the accident pressure,

with the following assumptions:

1. Sodium behaves compressible.

2. Sodium and water reacts instantaneously forming

NaOH and H
2
.

3. The temperature in the reaction zone is 1250K exept

in later stages in the case that superheated steam

is injected.

4. The injection of water can be calculated with the

"rigid column" theory. If a steady velocity is

reached, normal pressure drop coefficients can be

used to calculate this velocity.

5. In calculating the sodium velocity, normal pressure

drop coefficients can be used.

With regards to the construction of the steamgenerator the

following remarks can be made.

1. The location of the rupture discs should be as near

as possible to the eventual leak.

2. To prevent delayed reactions stagnant sodium should

be avoided.
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Figure 11: Sodium velocities (direct blow down)
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Figure 13: Calculated reaction zone temperatures
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C.3. Large-Leak Sodium-Water Reaction K. Sakano
Analysis for Steam Generators T. Shindo

M. Hori
ABSTRACT

Japan

The guillotine rupture of 4 tubes is assumed as a design basis

regarding the large-leak sodium-water reaction in the system of the

MONJU steam generator.

Three kinds of analyses were performed with the view to show-

ing the integrity of the steam generator system on the reaction. The

first one is the analysis of the initial pressure spike, assuming the

initial guillotine rupture of 1 tube. The analysis was performed by

utilizing one-dimensional sphere-cylinder model code SWAC-7 and

two-dimensional axisymmetric code PISCES 2DL. The second one

is the analysis of the secondary peak pressure and its propagation

in the system, assuming the instantaneous guillotine rupture of 4

tubes. The third one is the analysis of the dynamic deformation of

the steam generator shell.
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